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Abstract
To achieve significant improvements in public transport it is
necessary to develop an autonomous system that locates and
counts passengers in real time in scenarios with a high level
of occlusion, providing tools to efficiently solve problems such
as reduction and stabilization in travel times, greater fluency,
better control of fleets and less congestion. A deep learn-
ing method based in transfer learning is used to accomplish
this: You Only Look Once (YOLO) version 3 and Faster R-
CNN Inception version 2 architectures are fine tuned using
PAMELA-UANDES dataset, which contains annotated images
of the boarding and alighting of passengers on a subway plat-
form from a superior perspective. The locations given by the
detector are passed through a multiple object tracking system
implemented based on a Markov decision process that asso-
ciates subjects in consecutive frames and assigns identities con-
sidering overlaps between past detections and predicted posi-
tions using a Kalman filter.
1 Introduction
In the face of the high congestion that public transport stations
present, operators have looked for different alternatives to con-
tain and speed up the transport process.
Systems that count the number of people entering and leav-
ing a given area are known as automatic people counters and
have been of great interest to the transport industry. Early work
on pedestrian detection systems used infrared sensors or radars
to determine the location of a subject comparing the informa-
tion from the sensors with anthropometric studies [1]. Due
to the deficiencies of these systems quantifying pedestrians in
crowded places, computer vision techniques like background
subtraction, correlation models and local extraction methods
were rapidly adopted. The wide variety of human shapes made
these solutions unreliable. Considering the advances in artifi-
cial intelligence, the state of the art was revolutionized in recent
years towards the detection, monitoring and counting of pedes-
trians with convolutional neural networks (CNNs).
One of the main approaches in the development of new
CNNs is the selection of regions of interest for classification,
aiming at an increase in their quality and a decrease in the pro-
cessing time. Since the emergence of the region-based con-
volutional neural network (R-CNN) [2] a large number of im-
proved models have emerged. Two of them have been selected
for this study: Faster R-CNN [3], a two stage convolutional
neural network that together with a sub-network of regions pro-
posals (RPN) efficiently selects the zones to classify by regres-
sion in the main architecture, and YOLO v3 [4], a one stage
detector that performs object detection through a regression of
regions proposed by a fixed grid aiming at an increase in their
quality decreasing processing time that allows a detection in
real time. Convolutional neuronal networks (CNNs) ability to
identify multiple objects in an image provides the possibility
to implement a device that counts the number of passengers,
follows their trajectories, identifies evaders and even delivers
proximity alerts on the platform to avoid contagion in pan-
demics. In object recognition, the representation of features
with the use of convolutional neural networks tends to over-
come manually designed methods such as local binary patterns
and the oriented gradient histogram [5, 6, 7].
Therefore, the need to implement an intelligent transport
system that integrates these technologies is clear, providing the
necessary information to develop strategies that deliver a pre-
dictable, fast and safe service. In this work, the count of pas-
sengers boarding and alighting a subway car is experimentally
validated using artificial vision techniques with association and
prediction algorithms.
2 Background on Multiple Object Detection
2.1 Main architectures
Convolutional neuronal networks capture spatial information
in images and videos, reducing the number of parameters by
applying filters that provide appearance characteristics needed
to learn to identify a specialized dataset. Two architectures are
presented below. They were pre trained in the COCO database
[8], which contains information on more than two hundred
thousand labeled images over eighty categories. Part of the
network weights are refined using a task-specific dataset, ac-
cording to the transfer learning technique.
Transfer learning consists of using trained models to solve
deep learning problems. An architecture that has been trained
in its own database seeking to identify a specific class can be
reused for the identification of objects that share similar char-
acteristics. The different ways to use a previously trained neu-
ral network are defined by the similarity between the objects
that the architecture was intended for and the new classes that
you want to identify and also taking into consideration the size
of the database that is available to train the network and if the
user want to start from scratch or recycle some sections of the
architecture.
2.1.1 Inception v2
With the appearance of the Inception module [9], an impor-
tant milestone was marked in the design of convolutional neural
networks, making a transition in the design of deeper networks
to wider ones, which reduce the tendency to memorize the re-
sults. This architecture brings benefits in the detection of the
same object seen from different perspectives, because it uses
filters of various dimensions that allow it to extract both global
and local information.
The Inception module in its second version considers two
stacked filters of dimensions 1×n and n×1, which are equiva-
lent to a filter n×n and produce a reduction in the training time
of this complex architecture by 33%. Furthermore, padding
layers are used to allow for the concatenation of the different
filters in a matrix of depth m.
2.1.2 Darknet 53
Darknet [4] corresponds to a feature extractor which, as its
name suggests, contains 53 convolutional layers, each followed
by a normalization and activation layer with ReLU. In this ar-
chitecture, no type of grouping layer is used and the way to
decrease the dimension is achieved through the use of convo-
lution with a filter that moves two positions (stride = 2); this
allows maintaining low complexity characteristics that are usu-
ally lost with grouping layers.
2.2 Object detection
A detector is known as a convolutional neural network capable
of classifying and locating multiple objects in a scene. This
task is the result of transferring regions of interest of the image
to a CNN where the objects to be identified could be located.
Since the extraction of proposed regions from left to right and
top to bottom for individual classification with a CNN is a brute
force approach to object detection, the methods described be-
low are used.
2.2.1 Two stage detector: Faster R-CNN
Given the existence of multiple scales on existing objects in
an image and the large number of windows required that this
means, Ren and colleagues proposed the model Faster R-CNN
[3], in which a network of proposed regions called RPN re-
ceives a map of the characteristics of the convolutional layers
of a network, providing an array of rectangles with proposed
regions, each one with its reliability percentage.
The feature map is the result of passing the image through
what can be a pre-trained convolutional neural network such
as Inception v2 and Darknet 53. The RPN works by moving a
window on the feature map, generating in each one k squares of
fixed size, called anchor squares, of different sizes and shapes.
Nine anchor boxes are located in each position adjusting their
size to the proportion of the object to be detected; subsequently,
the RPN predicts the probability that each one is an object, re-
gardless of what class it belongs to, and determines whether it
should be adjusted in size.
After the RPN, the group of regions of interest (ROI) with-
out an associated class are projected onto the convolutional
characteristics map and re-dimensioned to a fixed size suitable
for the network through a grouping layer.
2.2.2 One stage detector: YOLO v3
Single stage detectors are designed to achieve real-time results.
This can be done by eliminating the RPN used by Faster R-
CNN and using a model that treats detection as a combination
of regression and classification.
YOLO is a one-stage detector that develops its own convo-
lutional architecture Darknet 53 for feature extraction. Starting
from the last convolutional layers of the architecture, the pre-
diction is made at three different scales that are the result of
resizing the input image by 32, 16 and 8 respectively. Consid-
ering an input image, three scaled vectors are generated, which
are used for detection.
The output matrices obtained from the detection are used
to generate three anchor boxes in each position which are con-
trasted with the real labels in the database. This allows you
to adjust the proposed regions for an image at three different
scales. For each anchor box, an objectivity score is predicted
that indicates whether an object is contained, the coordinates
of the anchor box, and a probability that the object belongs to
each class that you want to detect with the network.
The predictions of each box are contrasted and adjusted
with the real information in the database using a loss function
that determines the probability that the anchor box object is an
object of the desired class. Unlike Faster RCNN, YOLO v3
performs regression processing for bounding boxes and clas-
sification in a single stage, skipping the network of proposed
regions. [4]
3 Multiple Object Tracking
Tracking can be understood as an estimate of the trajectory of
an object while it is moving freely in the plane. This is a pro-
cess that includes the identification of the subject in an image
assigning him an identity that remains until he leaves the scene.
3.1 Markov decision process
For the detection of multiple objects a Markov decision process
(MDP) based tracker covers the state transitions of a tracked
detection. These include the registration, tracking, deletion
and appearance stages. The following describes the process for
the association of identities that allows to reestablish a missing
subject or assign a track to an object that is in the registration
stage [10, 11].
The initial state of any detection classified as pedestrian is
the registration, with this the coordinates are associated with
a unique identifier. In this way, a subject can change to being
tracked, if he is affiliated with a new successful positive detec-
tion or to be disappeared with a new wrong positive detection.
The target remains tracked, as long as there are associations
in consecutive frames that meet the distance or intersection re-
quirements, or it may become missing in situations such as oc-
clusion, loss of detection, or leaving the scene. An object can
be kept in a missing state for a predefined number of frames or
it can be tracked again in case of a match, but if an identity is
missing for a considerably long time it is permanently deleted.
3.2 Hungarian algorithm
Due to the cardinality that the association of a large number of
targets can mean, the Hungarian algorithm was used to deter-
mine if an object in the current frame is the same as the next,
providing a distribution of identities [12, 13, 14].
The Hungarian algorithm consists of efficiently allocating
m available jobs to m workers, keeping one job per person and
minimising cost. The association of identities is proposed in an
equivalent way, replacing workers with tracks, jobs with new
detections or predictions, and work costs with costs assigned
according to intersection over union.
We define cij as the cost of associating the identity i with
the detection j and also:
aij =
{
1 If the i-th tracking is assigned to the j-th detection
0 Otherwise
(1)
The optimization problem to be solved for the allocation is














aij ≤ 1 (2c)
Let C ∈ IRnxn be a cost matrix, its elements cij are as-
signed using intersection over union (IOU) defined in equation
3.
IOU = Area of overlap
Area of union
(3)
3.3 Linear Kalman filter
The Kalman filter is an algorithm used to estimate the dynamic
state of a system in the present, past or future. In general, this
is a Bayesian system, where a sequence occurs between two
states, prediction and update.





, in a time t, from the previous state x and
uncertainty matrix P , at a time t− 1. [15]
x
′
= Fx + u (4)
P
′
= FPF T + Q, (5)
where F is the transition matrix between t − 1 and t, u corre-
sponds to additive noise, and Q is the process covariance ma-
trix.
The update stage consists of using measurements from a
sensor called z to correct the prediction.












P = (I −KH)P
′
, (10)
where y is the difference between current measurement and
prediction, S is the estimated system error, H is the measure-
ment matrix between sensor and status, R is the covariance ma-
trix related to sensor noise, and K corresponds to the Kalman
gain that reflects the need to correct the prediction.
4 Proposed Method for Tracking of Multiple
Passengers with Substitute Detections
The pedestrian location, classification, tracking and prediction
system begins with taking samples from a passenger database
in which bounding boxes generated manually for the passen-
gers in each frame of the different videos of alighting and
boarding that allow training of the convolutional neural net-
works using deep learning. The selected convolutional archi-
tectures are Inception v2 and Darknet 53 considering the lo-
calization methods proposed by Faster R-CNN and YOLO v3
respectively. Given that some of the proposed architectures are
quite deep, gradient with momentum was used, a variation that
allows a faster tendency towards the global minimum of the
cost function.
To fine-tune the defined models, the weights and biases of
the different layers of the trained network are adjusted con-
sidering that PAMELA-UANDES dataset has enough informa-
tion to model the characteristics that are important to identify
pedestrians. Both general features of the network that are iden-
tified in the first layers of a convolutional neural network –those
closest to the inputs– and the particular features found in the
last layers are modified during training, but initialising them on
with a previous set reduces considerably the training time. This
process train the architecture using PAMELA-UANDES, start-
ing the weights in all the layers with those obtained through
the previous training in the COCO database. This means that
the architecture extracts all the information from PAMELA-
UANDES expecting training time to be considerably reduced
by initializing the weights with values that are in the vicinity.
To match identities in adjacent frames and obtain the tra-
jectory of an object in the entire video, the Hungarian algo-
rithm was used in conjunction with a Markov decision process
considering the intersection over union criterion. The Markov
assignment process receives the bounding boxes of an object
classifier or, failing that, the predictions obtained through the
Kalman filter called substitute detections.
The Kalman filter was used on each identified subject to
predict their position on each frame, reducing identity changes
and erroneous eliminations. When an association is made, the
prediction and update steps are executed. The detections de-
livered by the CNNs are supported by the Kalman filter that
provides an estimate of the positions and the size of the bound-
ing boxes for the identities in the missing state, decreasing the
noise entered by the detector. The general system association
of new identities is made through the Markov decision process
in conjunction with the Hungarian algorithm according to the
criteria of intersection over union. The calculation of the costs
of associating a track at frame n with the detections of frame
n+1 is by means of the intersection over union (IOU), defined
in the equation 3.
The Kalman filter allows predicting in real time without
the need for prior information, as long as there are new sensor
measurements, the filter status is quickly adjusted to the actual
position of the bounding box. The main objective is the es-
timation of the mean x that represents the coordinates of the
bounding box and the covariance that is the uncertainty of the
location P .
State vector x is composed of the coordinates of two oppo-
site corners of the bounding box and the velocity variations in
both axes as shown in the equation 11.
x = [ymin, vymin , xmin, vxmin , ymax, vymax , xmax, vxmax ]
(11)
Where:
• xmin, ymin: Represent the x, y coordinates of the upper
left corner of a bounding box.
• vxmin , vymin : Represent the velocity components in x, y
of the coordinate (xmin, ymin).
• xmax, ymax: Represent the x, y coordinates of the lower
right corner of a bounding box.
• vxmax , vymax : Represent the velocity components in x, y
of the coordinate (xmax, ymax).
Defining the state vector with the bounding box coordinates
and velocities allows not only to predict the location of the cen-
troid but also the size of the bounding box around it.
On the other hand, the estimation uncertainty matrix P is
defined in the equation 12 and represents the confidence of the
state with each pass of the filter.
P = L · I, (12)
where L is a constant that amplifies or decreases the uncertainty
and I is the identity matrix.
To use the Kalman filter, the bounding boxes at t = 0 pro-
vided by the pedestrian detector are received and new identities
are assigned by the Hungarian algorithm. Subsequently, at time
t = 1, the new bounding boxes are associated with the previous
time tracked objects, allowing the Kalman filter to be initial-
ized. In general, the bounding boxes estimated in a time t are
obtained based on those of a time t−1 and are updated with the
detections of time t, this allows the tracking algorithm to keep
the continuity for the associations even when the pedestrian is
not detected correctly.
To carry out the final passenger count, limits were defined
as can be seen in the illustrations 1a and 1b. When the centroid
of a tracking detection from the platform exceeds the threshold
of the metro door, the pedestrian counter increases by one unit
and marks the tracking as ”counted” since the subject is already
boarded. This process is equivalent to counting the number of
passengers leaving the scene, but considers that a passenger can
take three directions in their descent, decreasing the counter by
one unit each time a centroid is crossed with the thresholds.
5 Results
5.1 PAMELA-UANDES Dataset
The PAMELA-UANDES Dataset1 is a database of video that
was filmed at the mock-up of an underground subway station
in London in 2008 with the participation of local people. It con-
tains fifteen videos in which people’s heads have been manu-
ally annotated for each frame. The videos are divided into eight
1http://videodatasets.org/PAMELA-UANDES/, downloaded in
July 2019.
(a) Alighting limits. (b) Boarding limits.
Figure 1: Counting limits: The line on the image is considered to count people crossing the line up (boarding) or down (alighting).
boarding and seven alighting, considering a door opening at a
width of 800mm [16].
In total there are 119,397 pedestrian labels manually anno-
tated, of which 49,906 were used during training. The reason
why not all the information is used is to avoid over-fitting the
model parameters because in most of the boarding and alight-
ing videos the same people are counted, reducing the variability
of the data.
Each individual has been assigned a unique identifier allow-
ing quantification with tracking metrics. The average length of
the videos is between one and two minutes with a resolution of
352x288 pixels at twenty-five frames per second.
The coordinates of each annotation are represented by a
rectangle of which the coordinates (xmin, ymin) of the upper
left corner, the width w and the height h are known. The illus-
trations 2a and 2b show bounding boxes extracted for a frame
of the dataset and considering that there are no annotations over
the entrance door, where the heads of boarded passengers can
be seen, to improve training and reduce processing time, a sec-
tion of the images are eliminated. This contemplate a change
in the original axes O1, which were in the upper left corner, to
new coordinates O2 located fifty pixels down and five pixels to
the right.
5.2 Metrics for multiple object tracking
Tracking performance evaluation for multiple objects is based
on a set of metrics proposed by the multiple object tracking
(MOT) challenge which provides a platform for the evaluation
of the different algorithms [17, 18].
Between a new detection of a CNN and an existing object
in the database, the following is defined:
• True positive (TP): Correct detection defined by an inter-
section over union (IOU) threshold of 50%.
• False positive (FP): Detection with an IOU lower than
50% to any database label.
• False negative (FN): Represents a label in the database
that is not associated with any detection by intersection
over union.
• Fragmentation: Corresponds to a trajectory of the
database that is tracked and is temporarily interrupted.
• Identity switch: Generated when a tracked trajectory of
the database changes from one identity to another due to
the proximity between the traces.
• Mostly tracked (MT): A subject is mostly tracked if
he/she has a follow-up of at least 80 % of the known
trajectory.
• Mostly lost (ML): Corresponds to a subject whose real
trajectory is recovered for less than 20 % of its total
length.
It should be noted that the ‘mostly tracked’ and ‘lost’ trajec-
tories do not consider whether the identity is the same through-
out the known path. In general, a tracking algorithm is ex-
pected to yield an improved detection performance due to tem-
poral context from position history. Therefore, a successful
algorithm will deliver as few ‘mostly lost’ trajectories, identity
switches, and fragmentations as possible, but will have also a
reduced number of false positives and false negatives. To as-
sess the quality of a tracking algorithm, it is sought to measure
precision, recall, MOTP, and MOTA defined below.
• Precision: It measures the ability to find true positives
over the number of detections.
Precision = TP
TP + FP (13)
• Recall: It measures the ability to find true positives over
the number of labels in the database.
Recall = TP
TP + FN (14)
• MOTP: Multiple object tracking precision. It corre-
sponds to the sum of the intersection over union dt,i be-
tween real bounding boxes t with detections i for all the







It demonstrates the ability of the tracking algorithm to
estimate positions of objects independent of their ability
to maintain a trajectory.
(a) Bounding box annotations drawn over a full frame (b) Annotations over cropped frame
Figure 2: Definition of a region of interest and visualisation of bounding box annotations for a frame of a video of boarding
passengers. The working region of interest excludes the interior of the mock-up train.
• MOTA: Multiple object tracking accuracy. It corre-
sponds to a measure of the precision of the tracking, con-
sidering the number of false positive detections FPt , la-
bels not detected FNt and identity changes IDSWt over
the number of actual tags GTt in all frames of the video.
MOTA = 1−
∑
t FNt + FPt + IDSWt∑
t GTt
(16)
5.3 Results for multiple pedestrian detection and
tracking
The results presented below are computed using a Python im-
plementation2 of metrics in the MOT challenge toolkit and the
method considers an association by intersection over union
with a threshold of 30 % and a permanence of the missing
identities of 10 consecutive frames. A too demanding IOU
threshold(Over 50%) prevents the association of rapidly mov-
ing pedestrians given a twenty-five frames per second video
causing a considerable increase in identity changes, usually
during alighting the passengers move at a higher speed since
they do not have any obstacles. This is an occurring problem
related to the stabilisation of the Kalman gain since once there
are enough measurements, when a particular object is under
tracking a spontaneous change in velocity is diminished as it is
an anomaly compared with the previously known states, so the
estimated position could be not as far ahead as it is needed.
The operation of the detection and the tracking algorithm
is verified by evaluating 6 videos, never seen before by the
CNN, equally distributed between boarding and alighting (6
other videos were used for training and 3 for validation).
2https://github.com/cheind/py-motmetrics













Table 1: Tracking results using Kalman filter.
The results obtained for the detection and counting of
pedestrians both ascending and descending for the different
metrics are considered the most satisfactory using YOLO v3,
in each table bold values indicate the best results for each row.
MOTA Multi-Object Tracking Accuracy averages 81.7% and
represents the algorithm’s ability to track targets on their path
independent of identity switches, false positives, and unde-
tected labels. In addition, the average of the intersection over
union of the associations between the labels obtained with the
algorithm versus the real ones (MOTP) achieves a 73.32% sup-
porting the accuracy of the detection algorithm and the work of
the Kalman filter.
On average, 84.47% of the database labels were found, and
of the 39,744 positive detections, 96.96% of the assumptions
were correct. Also, no trajectory was followed by less than
20% of its path and, on the contrary, 172 of 234 identities were
followed by at least 80% of their path. In this way, the system
manages to count 99% of the 234 passengers for the six test
videos of the PAMELA-UANDES database.
6 Conclusions
An exhaustive review of computer vision technologies for the
detection of pedestrians from a higher perspective was carried
out, which were applied considering the information of the
labels and locations of passengers boarding and alighting in
the videos. In addition, the Hungarian algorithm was imple-
mented for the association of detections in consecutive frames
of a video according to the criteria of distance and intersection
over union, establishing an adequate Markov decision process
for the assignment of identities and elimination of erroneous or
missing tracks. Identity changes and noise added by the detec-
tor were also reduced using a Kalman filter for the forecast of
passenger locations, establishing the tracking system and as de-
tection of a new standard for the database PAMELA-UANDES.
The best results are obtained by combining YOLO v3 with
the tracking algorithm, giving an average precision of 97% that
considers the number of true positives over the number of hy-
potheses of the system. On the other hand, the precision of
multiple objects MOTA supports that in 80.7% of the cases
the system did not have errors of FP , FN and changes of iden-
tity. Furthermore, the bounding boxes detected had an accuracy
in their estimate MOTP of 84.5% considering the intersection
over union with the real bounding boxes. The tests carried out
on six videos show that out of a total of 234 people, 100% of
passengers were counted on the boarding and the 99% on the
alighting.
The precision of the convolutional models depends on ex-
tensive databases with labels for training and it is considered
that the different architectures have successfully learned to
identify the subjects of PAMELA-UANDES since the char-
acteristics extracted from a superior perspective consider less
complexity than a view of whole body. It is expected that fu-
ture versions will consider a database that allows learning in
different situations of light and perspective.
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